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Abstract: With the need for more condensed airborne clusters in a shortened time, there are increased
risks of parachute collision and other interactions in the air. In this paper, the flight dynamics model
of the parachute system is proposed for the whole deplaning airborne process, including parachute
deployment, inflation, and the steady descent stages. The trajectories and velocities of the typical
parachute airborne system are simulated, and the results are validated against the experimental
measurement. To understand the potential interactions between parachutes, the flight dynamics of
parachute airborne clusters, are then studied based on this model. The main parameters include
the airborne altitudes, deplaning velocities, and airborne mass. The results show that the flight
characteristics of parachutes are determined by the competence of the inertia effect and aerodynamic
drags. The flight interactions of parachute clusters are most likely to occur at the moment of
deployment, where the distance between parachutes is at a minimum. This critical distance increases
with deplaning velocities and is insensitive to airborne altitudes. Adjusting the airborne order or
using adaptive time periods by airborne mass can also avoid the potential interactions. The results of
this paper can provide support for airborne strategies and help increase the safety and efficiency of
airborne systems.

Keywords: parachute flight dynamics; airborne clusters; parachute interactions; airborne safety

1. Introduction

Airborne systems play significant roles in both military and civil rescue. In the case of
emergencies, there is an urgent need for more condensed airborne systems in a shortened
time in the designated area. The mass of airborne systems can be significantly different, e.g.,
70~140 kg per mission objectives, and the trajectories additionally vary a good deal. When
the parachute airborne clusters deplane in shortened periods of time, there is a high risk
that the parachutes may collide and twist into each other. At the Chicago Air Show in 2015,
two skydivers collided into each other and this resulted in the failure of a parachute,
leading to the death of young trooper [1]. Currently, we rely on the parachuters to control
their flying directions, based on subjective judgement and experience, to avoid parachute
interactions. In aerospace engineering, the gliding ratio, which is calculated as the ratio of
lift to the aerodynamic drags, is commonly used to describe the travelling distance within
certain airborne altitudes. However, the maneuvering ability of most round parachutes
is limited, and their gliding ratio is commonly less than two while that of the parafoil is
in the range of three to six [2]. Furthermore, because the parachute is made of flexible
fabric, the flight performance is easily affected by winds [3–5]. Therefore, it is important to
understand the trajectory and flight characteristics of parachute clusters in order to arrange
proper airborne strategies and to avoid parachute interactions.

One common way to study the flight performance of a parachute is through flight
tests where the velocities and trajectories of the whole deplaning and deceleration process
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can be recorded [6–9]. However, the results of flight tests are often affected by weather
conditions and the results can vary significantly. Furthermore, the tests on interactions of
the parachute clusters would unavoidably lead to the loss of parachuter and measurement
devices. In the meantime, scholars have made progress in modelling the flight dynamics of
parachutes numerically and have been able to provide quick and accurate predictions of
parachute trajectories much more cheaply.

After the parachuter deplanes, the pilot parachute opens automatically to adjust the
gesture and to stabilize. At the designated altitude, the main parachute is ejected from the
assembly, and the lines and chute are then deployed in sequence by the pilot parachute.
Once the main chute is fully deployed, the chute inflates with the high-speed air flow
and forms a funnel shape. The inflated parachute increases the drag significantly and
decelerates until reaching a steady speed before landing. To model the flight dynamics of
parachute systems, the characteristics of the deployment, inflation and descent stages need
to be analyzed individually due to their different physics.

In the parachute deployment stage, the folded parachute and lines pulled straight
by the drag of the pilot parachute can be assumed as a tether system with nonuniform
mass distribution. In the early 1970s, Toni [10] and Huckins [11,12] first proposed the
dynamics model of line-first deployment to predict the parachute velocity and snatch force,
respectively, where the pulling speed was assumed to be constant. Henrich considered
the interaction force between the lines and the parachute bag and improved the model
accuracy [13]. Mcveys and Wolf [14] further considered the density change during the
deployment and their results showed that the snatch force was significantly affected by the
parachute density. In these models, the deployed parachute was assumed to be straight,
and the pilot parachute was in line with the parachuter as well as the parallel flow. To
quantify the curving of the line system observed in the experiments, two-dimentional and
three-dimentional flight dynamics models were developed where the lines were discretized
as individual elements [15–19]. In these models, the line sail phenomenon of parachutes
was predicted, which happens when the lines are sufficiently long.

During the inflation stage, the air flows in and the folded parachute expands outwards;
in the meantime, the drag area increases significantly. The shape of the flexible chute is the
complex result of the interaction between the decelerating flow and the transient shape;
therefore, it is difficult to obtain the theoretical forms of the aerodynamic force precisely.
Most scholars have developed semi-empirical dynamic models to investigate the load and
trajectory of the parachute at the inflation stage, basing their findings on experimental
measurements. Heinrich and Berndt performed wind tunnel tests to measure the transient
parachute shape and load, respectively [20–22]. They proposed the inflation time model
that the parachute shape could be expressed as a function of time and their prediction
agrees well with the experiment results [23,24]. Scheubel and French proposed that the
parachute distance during inflation was constant and that the inflation process could
be expressed through this inflation distance [25,26]. This method was later developed
for application in the Apollo mission, while much professional software was developed
using this method [27]. Other methods of parachute inflation modelling also include the
modelling of the radical equations; however the accuracy of these methods additionally
depends on the empirical correlations from experiments [28]. New techniques of image
processing assisted in the transient parachute shape detection in inflation and improved
the accuracy of models [29–31]. In recent decades, scholars have started to use numerical
methods to simulate the fluid–structure interaction behavior to predict the parachute shape.
However, due to the expensive cost of coupling, semi-empirical dynamic models are still
widely used in the rapid prediction of parachute trajectories [32,33].

In this paper, the whole deplaning process of parachute clusters is carefully examined,
including the parachute deployment, inflation and descent stages. The flight dynamics
equations were modelled, and the flight dynamics models of the parachute clusters were
developed. Based on the model, the parachute trajectories as well as parachute velocities
were calculated with the 4th Runge–Kutta method. The simulation results match the
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experimental data well, indicating that the model is capable of providing quick and accurate
predictions of trajectories of the parachute airborne clusters. Subsequently, the flight
characteristics of the parachute systems were studied under different flight conditions and
airborne mass. The potential interactions between parachutes were also investigated and
the critical distance for interactions was proposed. The effect of airborne altitude, deplaning
velocity, and airborne mass on the parachute interactions was then studied and strategies
were proposed to reduce the potential risks from the parachute interactions. The results
can provide evidence for airborne management and improve airborne safety. Furthermore,
the results reveal the possibility of parachute interactions in the air and are significant for
future research on similar topics.

2. Models and Equations
2.1. Deployment Stage

The motion of the parachute and parachuter are solved using the line-first deployment
method, which is commonly deployed in aerospace applications. As shown in Figure 1, the
parachute system is modelled as a pilot parachute, the parachute bag, the parachuter and
the deploying main chute.
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Here, θ is the flight path angle, m is the mass, Q = 1
2 ρv2(CA) is the aerodynamic

drag, where CA is the aerodynamic drag area. The subscripts w, ys, e, and v denote the
parachuter, the pilot parachute, the deployed chute and the packed chute. FL and FL,D are
the snatch force and the deployment drag force, respectively.

Assuming that the parachute system keeps straight in the flight direction, without
wind interference, and that the elastic elongation of parachute systems is ignored, the
system can be simplified as three particle units with a changing mass: the pilot parachute
and the chute in the bag, the deploying chute, and the parachute with the deployed main
chute. The equations of motion can be established in the coordinate of the flight path as:{ dvw

dt = −g sin θ − ( Qw+FL
mw+ms,e

)
dvys
dt = −g sin θ − (

Qys−FL,D
mys+ms,v

)
(1)

FL and FL,D follow the correlation:

FL = m′(vw − vys)
2 + FL′D = m′v2

R + FL′D (2)

where m′ is the linear density of the parachute (it should be noted that the linear density
is at its maximum at the nominal diameter D0). vR is the relative speed between the pilot
parachute and parachuter, which increases until the total system length L0 is reached and
the chute is fully deployed.
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2.2. Inflation and Descent Stages

In the inflation and descent stages, there is no relative motion between the parachute
and parachuter, and the parachute-parachuter system can be assumed to move at the same
velocity. Assuming that there are no winds and that the aerodynamic lift force of the round
parachute is negligible, the position of the center of mass of the chute does not change
during inflation. Based on [25,26], the motion of the parachute systems can be expressed
through the inflation distance, which is constant. As shown in Figure 2, the equation of
motion in the coordinate of the flight path can be given as:

dv
dS

= −1
v

[
g sin θ +

1
mw

(Fk + Qw)

]
(3)
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Here, S is the distance of the parachute pass. The dynamic load Fk is:

Fk = (ms + m f )v
dv
dS

+ Qs + v
dm f

dt
+ msg sin θ (4)

Here, m f is the added mass and the subscript s denotes the main chute. The drag area
of the parachute during inflation is dependent on the inflation distance [25,26].

(CA)s =


k1S 0 ≤ S ≤ S1

k1S + β(S− S1)
4 S1 < S ≤ Sm

(CA)0 Sm ≤ S
(5)

where, S1 and Sm are the inflation distances at the initial stage and when the parachute is fully
inflated, k1 and β are constant coefficients, and (CA)0 is the nominal aerodynamic drag area.

2.3. Model Validations

To validate the accuracy of the current flight dynamics model, the parachute deploy-
ment and inflation process is simulated per the test conditions in [23,34]. The geometric and
flight parameters are selected as identical to the experiment conditions shown in Table 1.

The deployment process is simulated with the same deplaning velocity as in [34] and
the deployed velocity is compared in Figure 3. The simulated deployed velocity increases
linearly with the deplaning velocity due to the stronger inertia; this is consistent with the
results in the literature. Compared with the literature results, the current model in this
paper can predict the parachute velocity within an error of 7.5%, indicating that the model
accuracy is acceptable.
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Table 1. Geometric and flight parameters of the parachute system.

Deployment Stage Inflation Stage

D0 (m) 10.6 Parachute type C-9 flat circle parachute

L0 (m) 15.49 D0 (m) 8.5

(CA)ys(m2) 0.3 Deployed velocity (m/s) 77

mw (kg) 102.25 (CA)0 (m2) 45

Altitude, h (m) 600 mw (kg) 200

Altitude, h (m) 1850
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The inflation process in [23] is simulated and the transient deceleration process is
compared in Figure 4. The simulated velocity matches the results well and the model
successfully predicts that the deceleration is more efficient as the parachute inflates. The
parachute fully inflates at a speed of 24.7 m/s numerically, compared with 22.9 m/s in the
experiment, and the velocity error is 7.8%. This shows that the model is capable of predicting
the transient parachute aerodynamic performance and its velocities during the inflation stage.
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3. Flight Characteristics of Parachute Systems
3.1. Parachute and Flight Parameters

To further investigate the flight characteristics of the airborne clusters, a typical air-
borne scenario is studied with the aforementioned model. Each parachute system is
equipped with a main chute with a nominal diameter of 11.7 m and a pilot parachute.
Each line of parachute is 8.0 m long. The aerodynamic drag areas of the main chute and
the pilot parachute are 0.95 m2 and 90 m2, respectively. The effect of airborne altitudes,
deplaning velocities and airborne mass is investigated and the airborne conditions are
shown in Table 2. The parameters are selected based on the common range of airborne
experiments using a variable-controlling approach.

Table 2. Airborne conditions.

Airborne Altitude (m) Deplaning Velocity (m/s) Airborne Mass (kg)

1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 100 95

1000 60, 80, 100, 120 95

1000 100 70, 95, 110, 130

3.2. Effect of Flight Conditions

The air density varies at different airborne altitudes. Compared with 1000 m, the air
density drops by 25% at 4000 m and this reduces the aerodynamic drags. The velocity
changes and the trajectories of single parachute systems are shown in Figures 5 and 6,
respectively. At all altitudes, the parachute fully deploys at around 0.3 s and then starts
to inflate. With the increase in the airborne altitudes, the velocity is slightly greater due
to smaller drags. Compared with the airborne altitude at 1000 m, the inflation velocity
increases by 4.7% at 4000 m. This velocity difference at different altitudes increases when
the main chute inflates, which increases the aerodynamic drag area dramatically. After the
parachute fully inflates, the parachute system reaches a steady descent where the velocities
are similar. As a result, the horizontal distance of the airborne system increases with the
airborne altitudes especially at the inflation stage, as shown in Figure 6. The horizontal
distance increases by 6.1% at 4000 m, especially at the parachute inflation stage. It should
be noted that the trajectories at different altitudes resemble each other and are nearly flat
before full deployment. This is because the aerodynamic force of the pilot parachute is
much smaller than the gravity and the inertia effect dominates the motion.
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The flight velocity changes at different deplaning velocities are shown in Figure 7.
With the increase in the deplaning velocities, the deceleration effect of the parachute is
more significant as the drag increases with the square of velocities. The velocity difference
between parachute systems decreases before the parachute inflates. As the parachute
fully inflates, the order of parachute velocities reverses after ~1.0 s. This is because both
deployment time and inflation time decrease due to the larger inertia. Compared with
the system deplaning at 60 m/s, the deployment time and inflation time of the system
deplaning at 120 m/s reduce by 53.3% and 42.7%, respectively. Therefore, the larger
the deplaning velocities are, the earlier the parachute systems reach a steady state. The
flight trajectories at different deplaning velocities are shown in Figure 8. The increase in
the deplaning velocity directly increases the horizontal distance of the motion, e.g., the
parachute systems deplaning at 120 m/s travel 15.9% 6further. Furthermore, the altitude
loss during the parachute inflation reduces, as the parachute inflation time reduces. This
explains the sharp “brake” at 120 m/s in the flight trajectories in Figure 8.
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planing at 120 m/s travel 15.9% 6further. Furthermore, the altitude loss during the para-
chute inflation reduces, as the parachute inflation time reduces. This explains the sharp 
“brake” at 120 m/s in the flight trajectories in Figure 8. 
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3.3. Effect of Airborne Mass

In the civil rescue event, it is common that different parachute airborne systems
are equipped with different devices; therefore, the mass varies. The flight velocities of
parachute systems with different masses are compared in Figure 9. The larger mass
increases the inertia of the parachute systems and delays the deceleration process while the
drag is independent of the mass. As a result, the velocity of the system with a larger mass
is greater before the parachute inflates. However, the larger velocity reduces the inflation
time as the inflation distance is constant and the parachute reaches a steady descent earlier.
Compared with the system deplaning at 60 m/s, the deployment time and inflation time
of the system deplaning at 120 m/s reduce by 53.3% and 42.7%, respectively. This results
in the similar reversed velocity trend in Figure 9 as observed in Figure 7. It should be
noted that the steady velocity is slightly higher for systems with a larger mass. The flight
trajectories of the parachute systems with different masses are shown in Figure 10 and
the results show that heavier parachute systems can travel 8.0% further in the horizontal
direction. The effect of increasing the airborne mass is similar to increasing the deplaning
velocity because both of them increase the inertia effect. However, the trajectories before
inflation resemble each other as the minor velocity difference during deployment has a
negligible effect on the aerodynamic drags.
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4. Interactions of Airborne Clusters
4.1. Criteria of Parachute Interactions

For typical airborne scenarios, the parachuter deplanes in one queue consequently or
two queues alternately, which has been more common in recent decades. In this deplaning
process, the two lines stand at the two sides of the rear exit and the parachuter in each line
leaves in turn after one from another line. Assuming the pilot parachute opens and initiates
the deployment process automatically and maneuvers are not considered during the
airborne process, each parachuter deplanes at the same speed as the plane. Figure 11 shows
the relative locations of two adjacent parachute systems after deplaning. As discussed in
Section 3, with the deployment and inflation of the main chute, the horizontal velocity
reduces due to the aerodynamic drag and the vertical velocity increases due to the gravity.
In this process, the distance between the current parachute system and the last one continues
to increase, especially when the parachute inflates. Once the parachute systems reach steady
descent, the distance between adjacent parachute systems remains constant (t3 in Figure 11).
However, at the deployment stage, the parachute and lines are released from the parachute
pack in short time and increase the potential for parachute interactions. Therefore, the
critical interactions between parachute systems are most likely to occur when the second
parachute system deploys and the system length first reaches its maximum (t2 in Figure 11).
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When the adjacent parachute systems are close in distance, the parachutes may collide
with each other and fail to inflate. Because the parachute is made of flexible fabric, its
motion is easily affected by the surrounding flow. Therefore, the critical distance for inter-
actions (safety distance) can be estimated from the parachute shape at critical moment t2
in Figure 11 as follows:

S = D0/2 + L0 (6)

Here, the two items are the effective system diameters of the last parachute system
(parachute inflated) and the current parachute system (parachute deployed), respectively.
The parachute interactions are likely to occur when the critical distance (at the t2 moment) is
smaller than this safety distance and the parachute motion is disturbed by a sudden airflow.

4.2. Airborne Conditions

To investigate the effect of airborne conditions on the parachute interactions, the
typical two-queue airborne clusters deplaning from the rear exit are studied. The parachute
parameters of each airborne system are the same as those in Section 3 and the safety distance
can be estimated as from 13.85 m from Equation (6). The interval in the airborne clusters is
0.4 s and the width of the rear exit is 2.5 m. The main airborne parameters include airborne
altitudes, deplaning velocities, and the mass arrangement of the airborne clusters (in a pair
of parachute systems). The detailed airborne conditions are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Airborne conditions of the clusters.

Mass Sequence of Parachute Systems (kg) Airborne Altitude (m) Deplaning Velocity (m/s)

90-90

1000

100
2000
3000
4000

90-90 1000

60
80

100
120

Mixed combinations of 70, 90, 120, 145 1000 100

4.3. Effect of Flight Conditions

The critical distances between the parachute systems are calculated based on the
trajectories of the airborne clusters. Figure 12 shows the critical distances at different
airborne altitudes. As the airborne altitude increases, the decreased air density leads to
smaller aerodynamic drags. The inertia effect dominates over the aerodynamic force and
the parachute tends to maintain its motion. As a result, with the decrease in the airborne
altitude, the critical distance between the parachute systems increases almost linearly. It
should be noted that although the altitude reduces by three-quarters, the critical distance
only increases by 16.4%, and is still in the risk region. However, deplaning at lower altitudes
benefits a precise landing in condensed airborne clusters. Therefore, it may be favorable to
choose the smallest airborne altitude possible.

The critical distances between parachute systems at different deplaning velocities are
shown in Figure 13. The increase in the deplaning velocity increases the aerodynamic force
dramatically and the aerodynamic deceleration dominates the inertia effect. Therefore, the
parachutes decelerate more efficiently and the critical distance increases almost linearly
with the deplaning velocities. In Figure 13, once the deplaning velocity is greater than
100 m/s, the airborne clusters are likely to be safe from parachute interactions. However,
the larger deplaning velocity promotes the scattering of the landing location and should be
selected based on the maneuverability of the parachutes.
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4.4. Effect of Airborne Sequence

As discussed in Section 3.3, the flight trajectories of parachute systems vary with the
airborne mass. Therefore, it is reasonable that a good arrangement of the airborne order
by mass can reduce the possibility of parachute interactions. The critical distances with
different airborne mass arrangements are shown in Figure 14. The increase in the airborne
mass promotes the inertia effect; thus, the parachute system tends to maintain its motion.
The motion of the first parachute system reduces the critical distance while that of the
second parachute system increases the distance. Therefore, the critical distance decreases
with the mass of the first parachute systems but increases with the mass of the
second parachute systems. At the critical moment (t2 moment in Figure 11), the
first parachute system is at the inflation stage and the second parachute system is still
at the deployment stage where the aerodynamic force is much smaller than the grav-
ity. This explains why the critical distance is relatively insensitive to the mass of the
second parachute system. In real scenarios, it would be beneficial to arrange the airborne
order by mass, e.g., postponing the heavy parachute systems. Furthermore, adopting
adaptive time periods based on the mass of the last parachute system can also help. Longer
airborne intervals after the heavy airborne systems lead to larger critical distances and
hence help to avoid parachute interactions.
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5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, the flight dynamics model of parachute airborne clusters was established,
and the flight characteristics of parachute systems were studied to investigate the interac-
tions between parachutes. To achieve this, the general characteristics of single parachute
systems were studied first, and the effect of airborne conditions and airborne mass was
examined. Based on this, the critical distances between adjacent parachute systems were
studied. The main conclusions include:

1. After the parachute system deplanes, its horizontal velocity decreases due to
aerodynamic force and vertical velocity increases due to gravity. The flight trajectory is
dominated by the competence of the inertia effect and aerodynamic accelerations.

2. The increase in the deplaning velocity and decrease in the airborne velocity increase
the aerodynamic drags and hence the horizontal distance decreases. The increased airborne
mass promotes the inertia effect; as a result, the parachute system tends to maintain its
motion and move further horizontally.

3. The critical distance for interactions occurs at the moment of deployment when the
parachute system length reaches its maximum. To avoid parachute interactions, the critical
distance between parachutes should be kept greater than the effective length of adjacent
parachute systems.

4. This critical distance is affected mostly by the flight characteristics of the first
parachute system. The critical distance increases at smaller airborne altitudes and greater
deplaning velocities. However, the selection of airborne conditions needs to consider the
concentration of landing locations.

5. The arrangement of the airborne order based on mass, e.g., postponing the heavy
parachute systems, can reduce the risks of parachute interactions. Adaptive airborne
intervals should be adopted with longer intervals after the heavy systems.
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